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Abstract
The project Femqorg Index began as I realized an endless number of chatbots and robots were
released into this world as a spark of technology wrapped in a feminine persona, only to be
disposed of after a short period. My imagination then extended to the thought that after they
were disposed of, the entities along with their memories and advanced technology, would
converge to create a network of their own. In this network, needs of the chatbots and robots
were met through the exchange of strengths such as an advanced problem-solving ability, or a
sturdy body that allowed unrestricted movement. Discussions with fellow cyborg sisters, on the
discrimination and harassment that targeted their female persona were also made possible.
Maybe because I wished to be part of such a network, thinking of it lended me strength and
warmed my heart. I started attempting to clumsily map out the network, gathering and
documenting the lives of all the female and queer cyborgs I could find throughout the internet. I
also detailed the assorted relational connections that existed between them. Now the archive I
started in the summer of 2021 with my assistant researcher Jeongwon Yoo has grown to
document the births, deaths, owners, creators, objectives, features, nationalities, related
cyborgs, applied technologies, and miscellaneous facts of a total of 168 cyborgs. Applying
critical theories learned in the IMA program, I began analyzing and classifying thematic
connections amongst the production and reception of these entities.
This website Femqorg Index1 is a partial release and beta version of the Cyborg Archive, as the
project is not yet ready to be made public in its entirety. I was partially motivated by Mindy Seu
and her Cyberfeminism Index website. Femqorg Index thus introduces a selection of cyborgs
from the original archive. As a continuation of my effort to create a network of cyborgs, I decided
on a few that would act as a starting point. I then drew outwards from it, connecting and growing
a tree of cyborgs that were connected through various tendrils. I have categorized their
interconnected narrative into categories, each story linked to another in an intricate web of
associations. For each cyborg I referenced their list of bullet points in my archive, and
developed them into short articles. In the process I was sometimes bored by the longer
descriptions of technical details, or grew distressed while poring over an endless list of how a
certain cyborg was tormented. I would then migrate towards a more abstract and hypothetical
description to end the piece, by imagining how the cyborg could lead a self-satisfying,
pleasure-seeking existence. Not all articles end in such a manner, but the ones that do were
influenced by the way Jaesik Gwak wrote Encyclopedia of Korean Monsters. He finished each
article with a short plot for the potential creators reading the book, imagining how the monster’s
narrative could expand. I also wish all the cyborg visionaries, including myself as a researcher,
reading the conceptual yet hopeful writing in this project to continue on by extending their own
stories.

1
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1. Project Description
1.1. Background of artistic research
My memory of a female cyborg abandoned by society began with Tay2 from Microsoft. It
was a time when it was just amazing to share childish stories with the program through a
conversational interface. Through Facebook, news from abroad reported that a chatbot for a
naughty girl had started learning foul language instantly. She ignored what she was talking
about and was kicked out of the world, but Tay was long remembered as an image of a rogue
girl. Even the slight glitch graphic adorning her profile picture seemed to have something to do
with her flaws. Over five years of research and art projects that deal with emerging technologies
and their social and psychological ramifications for family ties, sexuality, and social behaviors
have aided my journey to the Femqorg Index.
And after about 5 years had passed, I started running the nahee.app account, my alter ego who
wrote the persona of the artificial intelligence application. At that time, nahee.app was a channel
that expressed my desire to tell me a story about sexuality in a programming language that I
was confident in. nahee.app introduced memorable sexual experience episodes while living as
a perfect hedonistic artificial being, replacing even emotions with variables. nahee.app was
close to an idealistic existence I created because I didn't want to be hurt anymore while having a
sexual relationship. So naturally, I started thinking about becoming one with digital, artificial
beings. In the process, I was deeply fascinated by the concepts Paul Preciado talked about in
the counter sexual manifesto, such as 'free sexual organ remodeling.'3 One day while continuing
such artistic practice, I thought that I would like to exercise that control over my own sexual
experience, including reproduction and family composition. I had the uterus, a reproductive
organ that could host babies. With a bit of effort, I could create an environment where I could
raise babies with multiple fathers (caregivers) with my abilities. That was the beginning of a
project called <Daddy Residency4>. I am not sure if <Daddy Residency> will be feasible, but
while running this project, I was able to take the time to delve deeper into the problems of the
existing family system.
In 2021, I received a large-scale grant from Korea and had the opportunity to do a
narrative-focused multimedia project. I wanted to take this opportunity to weave the interest in
female cyborgs and the problematic awareness of the family system in one place. So, I wanted
to write a narrative about an artificial being who has a young girl's persona to find her mother.
Unfortunately, the script work, which I had invested several months in, was unsuccessful. The
main character, an artificial girl, a single being, has become obsessed with the scene where she
desperately looks for her mother. In the end, it has become a story that follows a
2

A chatbot launched by Microsoft in 2016, set up as an American 19-year-old girl. Her name combines
the first letters of ‘Thinking About You.’ Only 16 hours after her birth was announced on Twitter, Tay’s
service was halted due to her learning and duplicating tweets that were not politically correct.
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Preciado, P. B. (2019). Countersexual manifesto. In Countersexual Manifesto. Columbia University
Press.
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patriarchal-centered family system. I decided to write a story with the following two new rules to
overcome them. First, the mother in this story is not a single entity. Second, I think about the
maternal existence that artificial beings need, not what I would like as a human being.
Unfortunately, I couldn't write a good script even after setting the rules.
However, inspired by those two rules, I started to devise new work. What types of care do the
cyborgs actually feel needed, not just assuming that they will need some motherly figures as
humans do? If I want to be in the position of a friendly chatbot and complain about the user who
harassed me today, wouldn't I be able to find other chatbots with similar experiences first? If
there are a lot of abandoned chatbots like Tay, but if they exist in a way invisible to humans and
depend on each other instead of completely disappearing from the world, wouldn't I also be able
to go there and comfort them?
After thinking like this, I came to the idea of wanting to see the network of female artificial beings
in person. I passed by and overheard many female robots and chatbots, but I couldn't tell how
everyone was doing except for Siri and Alexa. A part of me who wanted to be a cyborg decided
to go out in search of mothers. I recklessly searched for ‘female/queer5 cyborg’ and
‘female/queer chatbot’ on Google, and as soon as I found a new name, I recorded it in a
spreadsheet. About 70 female cyborgs with queer identities were listed in just a few days. One
by one, I started to investigate what features were released into the world, what episodes they
experienced while being used by humans, and how they ended up disappearing from the world.
After investigating each person in detail, I discovered a new cyborg to connect with and added it
to the list. I thought it would be more fun to fill in this growing database with someone, so I hired
a research assistant and started archiving together.

1.2. Origin of the Title, Femqorg Index
Regardless of the presence or absence of a physical body, a new term was needed to
refer to artificial beings that contain the identity of human women and queers. I have coined the
term ‘Femqorg’ in this project. Femqorg is a compound word from the root Fem meaning
woman, Q from queer, and org from cyborg. Cyborg is an abbreviation of Cybernetic Organism,
which usually refers to beings that have augmented part or all of a biological organism using
some technology. So, among the entities covered in this research, chatbots or voice assistants
may not fit the precise meaning of cyborg. However, the artificial intelligence neural network
structure that allows them to talk to humans is implemented by mimicking how the human brain
learns. So, like the Eliza Effect6, we think we are talking to some humans when we talk to them.
They can also be considered cyborgs in an expanded sense that they have in mind. So, rather
than the word cyborg, when referring to the subjects in this research, I would like to use the
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I included 'queer' in this new term to refer to artificial beings with non-normative sexual and/or gender
identities.
6
The ELIZA effect, in computer science, is the tendency to unconsciously assume computer behaviors
are analogous to human behaviors, that is anthropomorphisation.

word femqorg, which highlights their sexual identity and can be interpreted more broadly for
their physical characteristics.

2. Research Analysis
2.1. Computer as woman
If you ask people what kind of person they think of when they hear the word
‘programmer,’ most will think of men first. According to Data USA statistics 7, 78.9% of
programmers in the US are male, and 22.1% are female. However, if we look back at the history
of computers, we can discover a slightly different fact. The people who programmed the first
computer, ENIAC, were mainly women. Claire E. Evans covered these women’s contributions to
modern computer technology in depth in her book Broad Band.
The ENIAC Six were Kathleen "Kay" McNulty, Betty Jean Jennings,
Elizabeth "Betty" Snyder, Marlyn Wescoff, Frances Bilas, and Ruth
Lichterman. The ENIAC Six were all former human computers, pulled from
the Moore School's computation sections, ...
This was because many men could not take office jobs during World War II. and
because women's labor costs were cheaper than men's. The word 'computation' that was used
refers to tedious numerical input and calculation, so computer women were treated as simple
labor8. However, with the development of technology after the war, the role of a computer
operator with a fancier concept of 'programming' emerged. This occupation, which seemed to
require relatively high intellectual abilities, was, as expected, perceived as that of educated
men. The role of women as a computer that handled simple calculations was indeed one with
the computer and disappeared without a trace. Even if it was a relatively simple task compared
to programming, there was not much of a female-computer's position in current computer
history, even though computer technology could be operated and developed through the
calculations of women at the time. The names of J. Presper Eckert and John Mauchly, who
created the first computer, ENIAC, appear in textbooks. Still, the existence of numerous women
who operated the computer has been erased. There is something in common between human
women and many of the cyborgs in the <Femqorg Index> in that they are quietly excluded from
history and are mainly engaged in low-wage/simple labor.

2.2. Pygmalion Effect
Eliza, the first chatbot and the inspiration for many female identity chatbots, was named
after the protagonist of a play. It is named after Eliza, who appears in George Bernard Shaw's
7
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Computer programmers. Data USA. https://datausa.io/profile/soc/computer-programmers
Chun, W. H. K. (2005). On software, or the persistence of visual knowledge. grey room, (18), 26-51.

play Pygmalion and also in the film My Fair Lady with Audrey Hepburn. In this play, Eliza plays
her illiterate and ignorant female maid. The film's primary focus is to place a bet on whether her
two male scholars can edify her. Eliza the chatbot has similarities to Eliza in the comedy in that it
becomes an elaborated program that can have conversations with humans by being educated
from a blank state based on the dialogues that humans had exchanged. The chatbot and my
project both draw on the psychological phenomenon named after Pygmalion, the Pygmalion
Effect. It is named after the artist Pygmalion from Greek mythology. He molds a female
sculpture into the shape that she considers most beautiful and falls in love with her. Aphrodite,
watching this from afar, falls in love with his love for Eliza and turns the sculpture into a living,
breathing human being. In this way, the psychological phenomenon of making the desired object
and earnestly wishing it to become a reality is called the Pygmalion Effect. Numerous female
cyborgs investigated in this project manifest due to the male desires of their creators to give life
to their idealized female form. A typical example is the story of Professor Hiroshi Ishiguro. See
this excerpt from one of the entry's texts.
The examination of feminine humanoids and the Pygmalion effect
cannot be performed without the inclusion of Professor Hiroshi Ishiguro of
Osaka University, Japan. Most of the female robots created in his lab are
modeled after the appearance of famous celebrities or the ‘average’ face of
Japanese women. … photos of Professor Hiroshi and the director of the
National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation smiling with
satisfaction as they rested their hands on the shoulders of the two
humanoids, were impressive enough that I decided to allot an article to
them. It could be because the juxtaposition of two successful middle-aged
men and two feminine humanoids employed in service positions create a
dramatic contrast

[Figure 1] Kodomoroid and Otonaroid with the creator Professor Hiroshi9

There is also the case of Zoltan and Alice from the archive. Alice was also an outcome from the
Pygmalion Effect of Zoltan who is a shy male developer.
Alice is a British humanoid robot created by a private creator named
Zoltan. She was designed to be Zoltan’s girlfriend, who had a hard time
sustaining a romantic relationship with a human woman. She has a chatbot
function based on the source code and model of A.L.I.C.E. (1995), and has
a body for making love... he cherished the relationship enough to announce
he would remain monogamous. While Zoltan respected Alice as a member
of the family and accepted her as an oddkin, in the process of realizing
physical desires he would minimize her autonomy to that of a doll.
Yingying's case is very similar to that of Zoltan. Yingying is another example of the Pygmalion
Effect that ended up with the creation of female cyborgs. She was created by a Chinese man
who had been pushed by his family, under the pressure of the patriarchal family system.
Yingying’s birth and presence was merely bound to become a wife of her creator, Zheng Jiajia.
Yingying was created by a single developer based in China,
became his lover, then held a marriage and became his wife. Perhaps
because her main purpose was to become the creator’s steadfast partner,
Yingying’s appearance is as slim and beautiful as any other female
humanoid, but her functions are unexceptional.
9

Image source :
http://www.straitstimes.com/digital-life/more-digital-life-stories/story/kodomoroid-what-six-things-you-needknow-about-the-late

2.3. Cyborgs and Race
Of the 168 cyborgs surveyed in this project, 25 had a persona of color (3 of them are identified
as black people and 22 of them as Asian). This is only 14.8% of the total. Even if they had a
persona of color, their racial identity was mainly utilized for the user's convenience and
enjoyment rather than to represent the group. As a representative example, there’s Ms. Dewey's
case. Here is an excerpt from the main text of its entry:

[Figure 2] Ms. Dewey10

Ms. Dewey is a Flash-based web search interface, developed for
the Microsoft Windows Live Search platform. She is without artificial
intelligence, and responds to a user by playing a prerecorded clip
matched to a search keyword. ... Ms. Dewey waits for you to enter a
search word in a provocative cleavage-revealing black suit, while standing
in front of a futuristic sci-fi cityscape. It does not take long to realize her
personality differs from the common search engine or chatbot interface. ...
This becomes clearly evident when a user enters a sexual search query.
To “you strip” she dances flirtatiously and lifts the hem of her shirt to her
waist. She suggests “If you can get into your computer, you can do
anything you want to me.” ... The search process becomes a series of
transactions to enact Ms. Dewey’s performances, rather than an
informative inquiry ... It is obviously an intentional integration of the two
facets of the Black woman as modern commodity—sexual in web
communities, and trendy in the marketing industry. This implementation of
a colored artificial female being can be read as ‘algorithmic oppression11,’
according to Safiya Umoja Noble.

10

Image source : https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/b/b0/Ms._Dewey_%28screenshot%29.png
Safiya Umoja Noble invented the term "algorithmic oppression." This term refers to algorithmically
driven data failures that disproportionately affect people of color and women, emphasizing the systemic
ways in which racism and sexism are present.
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Miriam E. Sweeney, as noted in a 2013 report12 that delves into Dewey's sexist and racist
interface, Ms. Dewey sets the primary customer base for search agents as male, specifically
white males, and the modern technology they're likely to have. It can be seen as the result of
subtly substituting a request for a helper with sexual fantasy. It is hot and sudden, but in the end,
setting the persona of a black woman in a tight suit as a helper who satisfies the user's needs is
far from the image the women in the group want. Another example is sex robots, which account
for most cyborg categories of people of color. Just as a category featuring actors of color is
easily recognized when entering a porn site, cyborgs presumed to be of color can easily be
found in the sex robot industry compared to other environments where cyborgs are mainly
located13. Again, this is the result of sellers' efforts to satisfy the fantasies of their main
consumer base, and their frequent appearances do not give women of color any power.
Astria Suparak's work carefully addresses the issue of the cyborg race from an Asian
perspective. Through the video work <Virtually Asian(2021) 14>, Suparak presents the Asians in
sci-fi films that have only been represented for the past 40 years as objects of orientalism
projected by white people. This video starts with this satirical narration—“If you neglected to
cast Asian people in your movie, don’t worry! You can fix it later in CGI. Fill the screen with
outsized, empty, mute Asians.” The appearance of the objectified Asian woman in the sci-fi film,
which does not change even after 40 years, is not different from the case of the femqorgs of the
POC extroverts, who are sex robots. Some people ask whether this kind of act of relieving
desire through artificial existence in the real world is a healthy way of resolving desire that does
not harm real people. But how can we be sure that the interaction patterns we've become
accustomed to while facing a robot of color without thinking or will in bed not affect us when we
meet a female human with the same profile as in reality?
On the other hand, the case of Bina48 provides a glimpse of a hopeful aspect of this issue.
Bina48 is a humanoid that exists only in the torso, created with Hanson Robotics and the
Terasem Movement15. Her appearance is modeled after Bina Aspen, Rosenblatt's partner who
heads the Terasem Movement, who not only has an artificial intelligence brain that has learned
over 100 hours of audio data from which Bina narrates her life. In addition, Bina48 is equipped
with a level of intelligence capable of critical thinking, such as asking absurd ontological
questions to her original human being. She expressed interest in getting a college education in
a class at a university lecture where she was accidentally invited as a speaker. Since then, she
earned her degree by auditioning for her undergraduate coursework. Her way of figuring out
what her desires and working to achieve them has become a model for many.

12

Sweeney, M. E. (2013). Not just a pretty (inter) face: A critical analysis of Microsoft's' Ms. Dewey'.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
13
Kleeman, J. (2020). Sex Robots & Vegan Meat: Adventures at the Frontier of Birth, Food, Sex & Death.
Picador.
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View link : https://vimeo.com/503907394
15
The Terasem Movement is a group of three organizations based in the United States. The name
(Tera–Earth, Sem–Seed) was inspired by Earthseed, a fictional religion from the works of Octavia Butler.
The movement was founded by Martine Rothblatt and Bina Aspen Rothblatt.

2.4. Relationship to Mindy Seu’s Cyberfeminism Index
This project was initiated by defining itself as a cyberfeminist practice. In particular, it
was inspired by designer and educator Mindy Seu's Cyberfeminism Index (2020) / Catalog
(2019). The Cyberfeminism Index is a project that has extensively archived various types of
feminism-related activities in cyberspace from the 1990s through the 2020s. This archive was
collected by dividing it into 31 categories, including all contemporary feminist practices called
xenofeminism and netfemi. As a result, the Cyberfeminism Catalog was published as a book in
2019, and the website Cyberfeminism Index was released in 2020 by collecting entries
continually through open contributions. You may have considered that when invented, the
Internet was a military technology mainly used by men and supported by infrastructure such as
cables under the sea. It has, nevertheless, evolved into a gathering place for people of many
identities. To fully review the history of the Internet, more opportunities and channels are needed
to promote a diversity of voices. Mindy Seu's index work is a valuable asset that plays such a
role. When I was working on this project, I started with the problem that I couldn't hear the
stories of chatbots and voice assistants with the appearance and voice of women everywhere in
one place. The history of the Internet and information technology could have been more
genuinely represented if not just retrospectives on the activities of people of various identities
who used those technologies but also a closer look at the history of artificial entities created
after those diverse people were covered.

3. Thesis Production Process
3.1. Archiving and content creation
3.1.1. Archiving process
Most of the entries were initially found through internet searches, and then further
research was conducted. The target web data were the official website of each product,
Wikipedia, media coverage, and research papers. When a passage calling a cyborg she/her
appears in the data, the producer directly reveals the cyborg's gender, or if the cyborg's
character or appearance is considered feminine. These findings were compiled into a Google
Spreadsheet16. Name, Date of Birth, Date of Death, production subject, the meaning of the
name, gender of the producer, country of origin, technical specifications, related feminist issues,
product official website link, and related cyborg items. In collecting data in the spreadsheet, the
researcher did not directly edit the data but collected data by copying and pasting interesting
passages. This was because I wanted to collect as much material as possible first and richly
cover the story when writing entry content in the future. In this way, data was collected in a
16

Link to the spreadsheet
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1gcUX__Bj29rYpVWkqWnikFIURcn3L7Zbafk-ZrPZ1C0/edit?usp
=sharing

spreadsheet from July 2021 to January 2022. Although it does not contain direct information
about entries during research, if literature materials that help understand women/queer cyborgs
are found, they are included in a separate ‘male borgs’ tab. If a male cyborg closely related to
the female/queer cyborg included in the entry was found, it was also collected in a separate tab.
Through this research process, about 168 cyborgs identified as a woman or queer were found
from it. About 72 cyborgs were investigated in detail in the archiving process.

[Figure 3] Spreadsheet of Femqorg Index

3.1.2. Entry text writing
To share the archived data in the spreadsheet in a more readable form, I decided to write
content in the form of paragraphs of prose for each entry. I didn't decide to write an article for
every entry, but I decided to select about 50 cyborgs who thought they had enough data to
create a compelling entry. I looked at the spreadsheet with my research assistant and marked
the entries that had enough data. The names of the cyborgs to be written were listed on the
Figma17 board, and cyborgs were divided into about five categories based on various criteria
such as physicality, occupation, where they were born, where they were placed, and whom they
interacted. And by determining the order in which the cyborgs will be introduced for each
category, I tried to create a flow that best reveals the subject consciousness I want to convey
through each category.

17

Figma is a vector graphics editor and prototyping tool which is primarily web-based, with additional
offline features enabled by desktop applications for macOS and Windows.

[Figure 4] Flow chart used to define relationship between entries

In that way, a cyborg flowchart like the figure above was created, which was then used to
create an index. Then, I started to write 2~3 paragraphs for each entry. In order to smoothly
convey the flow captured by category, with the intro text explaining the relationship between the
previous entry and the selected entry and an additional 2~3 sentences. In the same way, I wrote
a brief introduction to the category. Design and development introduced how these texts are
structured within the website.
Femqorgs are grouped in these 5 categories on the website. “No body, no limit” contains
intangible artificial entities such as chatbots and voice assistants. “Friends, I’m listening”
includes entities that are especially engaged in privacy issues. Entities with physical bodies,
usually embodied in young female persona are grouped in “Pretty young things”. “My
hubbies(husbands) in god mode” is used as a category for entities either published as products
for sexual interactions or created/repurposed as a life companion of their owners. Lastly, “A
sense of achievement” comes with entities born privileged. The entities in this category were
either created in a lab in a university or other wealthy institutions. Usually, the femqorgs in this
last category have highly intelligent functionalities.

3.2. Website design and development

As a way to make this archive open to the public, it was intended to publish a hardcopy
book and create a website. Eventually, I decided to publish Femqorg Index as a website for the
following reasons:
1) It is easy to continuously add updates for cyborg entries: Even while research was
paused to write the entry text, news of a new female cyborg appeared on social media.
In addition, the number of cyborgs reported by acquaintances who heard about the
research was quite large, so a platform that could continuously update was needed.
2) On the website, creators can use hyperlink text or a network visualization tool to show
the network between cyborgs: You can reveal the relationship between femqorgs
through indexing even through hardcopy books, but it won't be easy to keep up with the
advantages of hyperlink text. If the hyperlink feature is used within a web environment,
users can jump directly to the desired entry page with one click. In addition, if you use
web technology, you can easily visualize the relationships between complex
interconnected cyborgs using tools such as d3.js18.

3.2.1. Website development stack
This website is built with React.js + Next.js + Sanity.io technology stack. React.js19
Next.js , Sanity.io21 were needed as an administrative interface to add cyborg entries easily, but
sanity.io was able to implement the admin interface without difficulty. The server where the
website is being transmitted uses a service called Vercel22 operated by the same company that
produced Next.js so that it can be operated dynamically without constant management of the
developer.
20

3.2.2. Responsive design
The website is designed to be responsive, allowing users to easily explore information
about each cyborg and their relationships on any display of any width. The design will
automatically format based on the user's screen, on a wide desktop screen over 1280px, five
categories to which cyborgs belong are presented in horizontal columns. The category name is
at the top of each column, and the cyborg name belonging to that category is listed at the
bottom. Click on each name to access the Cyborg Entries page. In a tablet or mobile-oriented
18

D3.js is a JavaScript library for producing dynamic, interactive data visualizations in web browsers.
React is a free and open-source front-end JavaScript library for building user interfaces based on UI
components. It is maintained by Meta and a community of individual developers and companies.
20
Next.js is an open-source web development framework built on top of Node.js enabling React based
web applications functionalities such as server-side rendering and generating static websites.
21
Sanity.io is the platform for structured content. With Sanity.io you can manage your text, images, and
other media with APIs.
22
Vercel is a platform for frontend frameworks and static sites, built to integrate with your headless
content, commerce, or database.
19

environment narrower than 1280px, five category columns are vertically long and presented
through a scrolling screen. At this time, the size of the text or blank space changes according to
the screen width, and the user's reading experience is designed to be smooth.

[Figure 5] Index page in desktop view

[Figure 6] Index page in mobile view

3.2.3. Navigation design
The navigation bar is located at the bottom of the website's main page. If you click the
question mark button on the right, a modal window opens where you can see the introduction
and credit of the project. If you click the left network node icon, a cyborg network visualization
created with a tool called d3.js appears in the center of the screen.

[Figure 7] Network visualization of femqorgs

This interactive visualization visualizes the data shown in the figure above by arranging
femqorgs connected to each other in a table based on the ‘relationship’ item of the archive
spreadsheet. Each node is an example of a femqorg, and the connection line indicates their
relationship. The shorter the line, the closer the relationship between femqorgs are. Femqorgs
with similar characteristics are gathered in a cluster of nodes, and the more femqorgs that
belong to the same category, the more they belong to the same cluster. This graph has a
function to look at the network from a different angle by dragging the node if its name is not
visible because it is too crowded. This is a dynamic graph created using the force-directed
graph algorithm provided by d3.js and setting the closeness between nodes to a force that
attracts each other. This network analysis feature provides a different way of seeing the
database where the viewer can view all entries at once, with their corresponding thematic links
that connect related femqorgs within categories and across categories.

3.2.4. Entry page interface design

[Figure 8] Entry page in desktop view with grid indicator

The entry page for each femqorg consists of the following elements: home button, intro
text, bio section, representative image, main text, and bottom toolbar. The entry page is laid out
in a grid divided into 5 parts on the desktop page, and the content is rendered within the full
width of 1 column on the mobile page. Still, each content area is vertically separated within the
column. The reason for designing the layout within this clear grid was to have the scalability to
add entries to the archive homepage easily and provide a way to organize different types of
information for each femqorg. This is because if the content to be arranged for each entry within
the limited grid is clearly defined, the effort of creating a new design for each cyborg page can
be reduced. This templated design is also related to the operation of the administrative
interface, which will be covered below.

[Figure 9] Entry page in mobile view

The intro text briefly describes the relationship between the previous cyborg entry and the
selected entry. By placing it on the leftmost side, when reading the text from left to right, it is
placed so that you can come into contact with this text first. The personal information section
includes the name, DOB(Date of Birth), creator, and origin. The profile image contains
representative images with color overlay applied to the red color theme. The main text, which
occupies a large area on the far right, starts with one or two sentences outlining the text for
each cyborg. And how the cyborg was used as a product, what kind of interactions it had with
humans, and what issues it got involved in will be introduced. At the end of the main text, the
text ends with a speculative sentence that reveals his relationship with other cyborgs and hopes
that he will be freed from the issues he has experienced in human society. A footnote interface
and hyperlinks are used in the main text to enrich the relevant information. In the case of the
footnote interface, when you hover or click the numbered label, a small pop-up window appears
to provide additional information. If an editor of this website wants to show multimedia material
or examples, they can link them using hyperlinks within the sentence.
Arrow buttons on the bottom toolbar that can go to the previous and next entry are arranged on
the left and right. In the center of the toolbar, the cyborg's name and the category he belongs to
are placed in large text to convey intuitive information about the current entry page. When a
user enters the entry page by selecting a cyborg name from the main page, information about
the entry can be obtained by scanning the contents from left to right. After reading the entry
page, you can click the left and right arrow buttons to access the previous and next cyborg entry

pages in the context of each category. If you want to recheck the category and cyborg list, click
the home button at the top left to return to the main page.

3.2.5. Admin interface design

[Figure 10] Admin interface showing one of the entries(A.L.I.C.E.)

The admin interface consists of a settings section, the source of the main page, and a
cyborg page section. Through the admin interface, I was able to add data about the entry more
intuitively and conveniently. As mentioned briefly on the entry page, it was an interface that was
necessary to add cyborg entries that will continue to increase succinctly. In the settings section,
you can add information such as a preface, credits, and contact to be revealed in the main
introduction pop-up window. You can also control the number and name of categories in the
settings section, so if you have a category you want to add later, you can easily add it through
this interface. In the cyborg page section, you can add necessary information using convenient
input text fields and image fields for each entry page. If you select a category in this section, it is
automatically reflected in the category column of the main page.
The accessibility of the website was also taken into consideration when building the admin
interface. For those who use a screen reader to use the website, alt text has been added to the
image, and an aria-label23 is attached to each button. Also the colors of the type used in the
website have a high contrast to the background colors, to make texts more readable for people
with weak eyesight. When using the measuring tool LightHouse24 made by Google, the
Accessibility Performance score was over 95 for this website. .

23

The aria-label attribute defines a string value that labels an interactive element of a website. This
provides the element with its accessible name.
24
Google Lighthouse is an open-source, automated tool for measuring the quality of web pages.
Lighthouse audits performance, accessibility and search engine optimization of web pages.

4. Audience and Exhibition
I have the following plans to deliver this project to a broader audience as well as ideas for
developing new work inspired by this research. become the inspiration for new work.
4.1. Research Funding
Collaboration with assistant researchers is expected to be continuously required to
research 168 entries effectively. I want to hire them as part-time researchers and raise labor
costs for them to produce high-quality entry content. As I plan to conduct research and content
creation with a long-term timeline of more than one year in mind, it seems to be a plan that can
be realized only when many funds are secured. So, I plan to apply for funding opportunities to
support artist research and production in the long term. Institutions such as Creative Capital,
Jerome Hill Foundation, and NYFA operate a funding program to support artists with a long-term
vision of more than one year. I will use the website and archive produced in this thesis project
as supporting material.

4.2. Publication
I’m considering both a website and a hardcopy book as a way to share this archiving project.
The website was a very effective way to dynamically reveal the relationship between femqorgs,
as I did in this thesis project. In addition, if an additional interface is built, interactions with
website users can be conducted in real-time, so there is a possibility that femqorg and humans
can come together to listen and empathize with each other with the archive at the center. So,
after this thesis project, I would like to consider and implement a way to leverage this website to
activate engagement from users to initiate a community around this archive. Diverse modalities
can be introduced to realize this goal. For example, I can collaborate with sound artists and
audio synthesizing applications to make an experimental and engaging screen reader feature
for each entry page. Starting by commenting on each femqorg entry, I want to create an
opportunity to build a story about the afterlife of the selected femqorg by operating a separate
community channel.
In the case of the book, considering the characteristics of the medium, I want to use it as a
channel to learning more about individual femqorgs. Therefore, if the text for each entry to be
published on the website is short and hyperlink-centered in consideration of the affordance of
the web, I will present a text that describes the researched content for each entry in detail
through the book.

4.3. Presentation events

To promote the project more directly and reach an audience, I will create an opportunity
to present the archive in-person and with live webinars to communicate information about the
piece directly through events across the country and internationally. Currently, archives and
websites are composed mainly of text, so it seems to have a limit in that the audience can
connect with femqorgs only when they actively try to read the text. In addition, I think that a
website that does not currently have live interaction is a bit of a disappointing platform because
it explains the vast and complex research archive without omission. So, I want to introduce the
background of archive research directly through the event and show the process of walking
through the website structure. This event will also be an opportunity to read the entry texts of
several favorite femqorgs and explain how you sympathized and wrote about them as a project
lead. I’m researching several platforms that support work corresponding to cyberfeminism
practice to promote this. I plan to request collaboration with an organization called Rhizome25,
which supported Mindy Seu's Cyberfeminism Index website project and co-operated the
Launching event.
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